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To steward a thriving family of communities with love 
for the young people they serve at their heart. 

Communities which cultivate creativity, 
foster integrity, and transform lives.

Trust Values:

CURIOSITY - GENEROSITY - COURAGE

The Paragon is a Prior Park Educational Trust school

Our Mission:



Through five core strategic strands we deliver for each child, ensuring their 
experience is aligned to our vision for their journey of limitless discovery.

WELLBEING 
FOR LIFE

Our deeply embedded 
and proactive pastoral 

approach provides each 
child with the self-worth 
and inner belief to grow 

into the best version 
of themselves.

EXPANSIVE
OPPORTUNITY

Our rich variety of clubs 
and activities build 

character and 
accomplishment, igniting a 

spark of curiosity and
 endeavour which stays 

with the children for life.

OUTWARD LOOKING, 
GLOBALLY AWARE

Our connections with our 
community encourage 

outward looking and  
globally aware children, 

invested in becoming 
changemakers of 

the future.

BOUNDLESS 
OUTDOOR 

ADVENTURE

Our magical woodlands 
provide an abundance of 
challenge for our young 

explorers, as part of 
a pioneering outdoor 

education programme.

INDIVIDUAL
ACADEMIC GROWTH

In aspiring for excellence, 
each child blossoms

beyond expectations,
building their capacity

and capability for
learning and embedding 

a growth mindset.

OUR STRATEGY

STRATEGIC PLAN

The Paragon journey is one of limitless discovery.  Each child enjoys a fully 
immersive educational experience, rooted in our school values whilst 
exploring and developing their attributes as learners.  Adventures are 

wide and varied, centering on the beauty and joy of childhood alongside 
preparation for the world beyond.

KINDNESS COMPASSION HONESTY SELF-BELIEF ASPIRATION

INITIATIVE  •  INDEPENDENCE  •  PERSEVERANCE •  REFLECTION  • CURIOSITY

INDIVIDUALITY  •  COLLABORATION  •  COMMUNICATION  •  COURAGE  •  RESILIENCE

OUR VALUES

OUR ATTRIBUTES

OUR VISION

Our school values are rooted in the Christian faith, recognising that they 
are also human values which span everyone in our community of all faiths 
and those of none.  These underpin all of our thoughts, words and actions 
at The Paragon, and provide the children with a set of core values to act as 

their guiding light through their time at school and beyond.

In all of their endeavours, the children are celebrated as they develop their 
attributes as learners.  They blossom and grow as individuals who feel they 

have something to offer wherever they may be.  Our approach goes well 
beyond simply seeking academic success. Instead, this comes as a 
by-product of each child focusing on their own growth as a learner.






